Abstract. Deep reinforcement learning has over the past few years shown great potential in learning near-optimal control in complex simulated environments with little visible information. Rainbow (Q-Learning) and PPO (Policy Optimisation) have shown outstanding performance in a variety of tasks, including Atari 2600, MuJoCo, and Roboschool test suite. While these algorithms are fundamentally different, both suffer from high variance, low sample efficiency, and hyperparameter sensitivity that in practice, make these algorithms a no-go for critical operations in the industry.
Introduction
The goal of reinforcement learning is to maximise some notion of feedback through interaction with an environment [23] . The environment can be known, which makes this learning process trivial, or have hidden state information, which typically increases the complexity of learning significantly. In model-free reinforcement learning, actions are sampled from some policy that is optimised indirectly through direct policy search (Policy gradients), a state-value function (Q-learning), or a combination of these (Actor-Critic). There are many recent contributions to these algorithms that increase sample efficiency [8] , reduce variance [10] , and increase training stability [21] .
It is challenging to deploy model-free methods in real-world environments because current state-of-the-art algorithms require millions of samples before any optimal policy is learned. Due to this, model-based reinforcement learning is an appealing approach because it has significantly better sample efficiency compared to the model-free methods [17] . The goal of model-based algorithms is to learn a predictive model of the real environment that is used to learn the controller of an agent. The downside of model-based reinforcement learning is that the predictive model may become inaccurate for longer time-horizons, or collapse entirely in areas of state-space that has not observed.
We propose a model-based reinforcement learning approach for industrynear systems where a predictive model is learned without direct interaction with the environment. We use Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems (ASRS) to benchmark our proposed algorithm. Learning a predictive model of the environment is isolated from the physical environment, which guarantees safety during training. If a predictive model is sufficiently trained, a model-free algorithm, such as DQN [19] can be trained off-line. Training can be done in a large-scale distributed setting, which significantly reduces the training time. When the model-free algorithm is trained sufficiently, it will be able to replace a sub-optimal expert-system with minimal effort.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the current state of the art in model-based reinforcement learning, and familiarise the reader of recent work in ASRS systems. Section 3 briefly outlines relevant background literature on reinforcement learning. Section 4 introduces the DVAE-2 algorithm and details the architecture thoroughly. Section 5 proposes the Deep Warehouse, a novel high-performance environment for industry-near testing of reinforcement learning algorithms. Section 6 presents our results using DVAE-2 in various environments, including complex environments such as Deep Warehouse, Deep RTS and Deep Line Wars. Finally, section 7 concludes our work and outlines a roadmap for our future work.
Literature Review
Reinforcement Learning is a maturing field in artificial intelligence, where a significant portion of the research is concerned with model-free approaches in virtual environments. Reinforcement learning methods in large-scale industrynear environments are virtually absent from the literature. The reason for this could be that (1) model-free methods do not give the sample efficiency required and that (2) there is little evidence that model-based approaches achieve reliable performance. In this section, we briefly discuss the previous work in ASRS systems and present promising results for model-based reinforcement learning.
Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems (ASRS)
There is to our knowledge no published work where reinforcement learning schemes are used to control taxi-agents in ASRS environments. The literature is focused on heuristic-based approaches, such as tree-search and traditional pathfinding algorithms. In [20] , a detailed survey of the advancements in ASRS systems which categorise an ASRS system into five components; System Configuration, Storage Assignment, Batching, Sequencing, and Dwell-point. We adopt these categories in search of a reinforcement learning approach for ASRS systems
Model-based Reinforcement Learning
In model-based reinforcement learning, the goal is to learn state-transitions based on observations from the environment, the predictive model. If the predictive model is stable, with low variance and improves monotonically during training, it is, to some degree, possible to learn model-free agents to act optimally in environments that have never been observed directly.
Perhaps the most sophisticated algorithm for model-based reinforcement learning is the Model-based policy optimisation (MBPO) algorithm, proposed by Janner et al. [16] The authors empirically show that MBPO performs significantly better in continuous control tasks compared to previous methods. MBPO proves to be monotonically improving given that the following bounds hold:
where η[π] denotes the returns in the real environment under a policy whereaŝ η[π] denotes the returns in the predicted model under policy π. Furthermore, the authors show that as long as they can improve the C, the performance will increase monotonically [16] .
Gregor et al. proposed a scheme to train expressive generative models to learn belief-states of complex 3D environments with little prior knowledge. Their method was effective in predicting multiple steps into the future (overshooting) and significantly improve sample efficiency. In the experiments, the authors illustrated model-free policy training in several environments, including DeepMind Lab. However, the authors found it difficult to use their predictive model in model-free agents directly. [11] Neural Differential Information Gain Optimisation (NDIGO) algorithm by Azar et al. is a self-supervised exploration model that learns a world model representation from noisy data. The primary features of NDIGO are its robustness to noise due to their method to cancel out negative loss and to give positive learning more value. The authors show in their maze environment that the model successfully converges towards an optimal world model even when introducing noise. The author claims that the algorithm outperforms previous state-of-theart, being the Recurrent World Model from. [4] The Dreaming Variational Autoencoder (DVAE) is an end-to-end solution for prediction the probable future state p(ŝ t+1 |s t , a t . The authors showed that the algorithm successfully predicted next state in non-continuous environments and could with some error predict future states in continuous state-space environments such as the Deep Line Wars environment. In the experiments, the authors used DQN, PPO, and TRPO using an artificial buffer to feed states to the algorithms. In all cases, the DVAE algorithm was able to create buffers that were accurate enough to learn a near-optimal policy. [3] The algorithm VMAV-C is a combination of VAE and attention-based value function (AVF), and mixture density network recurrent neural network (MDN-RNN) from [12] . This modification to the original World Models algorithm improved performance in the Cart Pole environment. They used the on-policy algorithm PPO to learn the optimal policy from the latent representation of the state-space [18] .
Deep Planning Network (PlaNet) is a model-based agent that interpret the pixels of a state to learn a predictive model of an environment. The environment dynamics are stored into latent-space, where the agent sample actions based on the learned representation. The proposed algorithm showed significantly better sample efficiency compared to model-free algorithms such as A3C [14] .
In Recurrent World Models Facilitate Policy Evolution, a novel architecture for training RL algorithms using variational autoencoders. This paper showed that agents could successfully learn the environment dynamics and use this as an exploration technique requiring no interaction with the target domain. The architecture is mainly three components; vision, controller, and model, the vision model is a variational autoencoder that outputs a latent-space variable of an observation. The latent-space variable is processed in the model and is fed into the controller for action decisions. Their algorithms show state-of-the-art performance in self-supervised generative modelling for reinforcement learning agents. [12] Chua et al. proposed Probabilistic Ensembles with Trajectory Sampling (PETS). The algorithm uses an ensemble of bootstrap neural networks to learn a dynamics model of the environment over future states. The algorithm then uses this model to predict the best action for future states. The authors show that the algorithm significantly lowers sampling requirements for environments such as half-cheetah compared to SAC and PPO. [9] DARLA is an architecture for modelling the environment using β-VAE [15] . The trained model was used to learn the optimal policy of the environment using algorithms such as DQN [19] , A3C, and Episodic Control [5] . DARLA is to the best of our knowledge, the first algorithm to introduce learning without access to the ground-truth environment during training. Markov decision processes (MDP's) are a mathematical framework commonly used to define reinforcement learning problems, as illustrated in Figure 1 . In an MDP, we consider the tuple (S, A, r, P, P 0 , γ) 1 where S is the state space, A is the action space available to the agent, r : S × A → R is the expected immediate reward function, P is the transition function which defines the probability P(s , s, a) = Pr(s |s, a) and P 0 is the probability for the initial state s 0 .
The goal of a reinforcement learning agent is to encourage good behaviour and to discourage bad behaviour. Optimal behaviour is achieved when the agent finds a composition of parameters that maximise its performance, thus finds the optimal policyπ * . Consider
where J(π) is the objective function for maximising the expected discounted reward defined as
where γ ∈ (0, 1) is the discounting factor of future rewards. If γ = 1, all future state rewards are accounted for equally, while γ = 0, we are only concerned about the current state.
Learning policies using predictive models
The Dreaming Variational Autoencoder v2 (DVAE-2) is an architecture for learning a predictive model of arbitrary environments [3] . In this work, we aim to improve the first version of the DVAE for better performance in real-world environments. A common problem in model-based reinforcement learning is that it takes millions of samples to generalise well across sparse data. We aim to approve sample efficiency from the original DVAE and if possible, surpass the performance of model-free methods. The proposed model isolates the intelligent agent from the mission-critical sensor model. The real environment projects onto a sensor model that the expert system uses to control taxis in a real environment. The predictive model observes the behaviour of the sensor model and the actions performed by the expert system. The predictive model is trained using error gradients, where the loss is the distance between the sensor model and the predictive model. When the error becomes sufficiently low, an intelligent agent can be trained using only data from the predictive model. Assuming that the intelligent agent converges to some performance threshold, it can be deployed as a drop-in replacement to the expert system. Figure 2 shows an abstract overview of DVAE-2 training in an environment. In real-world, industry-near environments, there is little room for interruptions. In model-free reinforcement learning, the agent interacts with the environment to learn its policy. Because this is not possible in many real-world environments, the DVAE-2 algorithm only observes during training. During training, the DVAE-2 algorithm learns how the transition function behaves and learns an estimated state-value function V that represent the value of being in that current state.
Motivation and Environment Safety

The Dreaming Variational Autoencoder v2
The original DVAE architecture had severe challenges with modelling of continuous state-spaces [3] , and many algorithms were added to the model to improve performance across various environments including autoencoders, LSTMs, and fine-tuned variations of these. The DVAE-2 extends this with a split into three . The prediction is then used in the next iteration as current state s t , which leads back to (1) . As an optional mechanism, the controller can use the output from the decoder, instead of the hidden state information. This is beneficial when working with model-free algorithms such as deep q-networks [19] .
Model selection
During technique selection in the components, we perform the following evaluation. An observation s t is sent to the view component of DVAE-2. All of the view techniques are initially assumed to be uniformly qualified to encode and predict future states. For each iteration, the computed error is summarised as a score, and during inference, the technique with the lowest score is used 2 . We use the same method for determining the best reasoning algorithm in a specific environment.
Implementation
The implementation of the DVAE-2 algorithm with dynamic component selection enabled several significant improvements to over the previous DVAE model [3] . Notably, the k-step model rollout from [16] is implemented to stabilise training. We found that using shorter model-rollouts provided better control policies, but at the cost of higher sample efficiency. Also, by embedding time into the encoded state improved the model stability and prediction capabilities [13] . The DVAE-2 algorithm is defined as follows. Denv ← Collect samples from penv under predefined policy π 6:
Train model p ψ on data batch Denv via M LE Construct {Dp ψ |t < k, T R(h
Update policy π θ using pairs of (ŝt, at,rt,ŝt+1) The parameterised control policy is then optimised using (ŝ t , a t ,r t ,ŝ t+1 ) π θ pairs during rollouts.
The Deep Warehouse Environment
Training algorithms in real-world environments is known to have severe safety challenges during training and suffers from low sampling speeds [6] . It is therefore practical, to create a simulation of the real environment so that researches can quickly test algorithm variations with quick feedback on its performance.
This section presents the Deep Warehouse 4 environment for discrete and continuous action and state spaces. The environment has a wide range of configurations for time and agent behaviour, giving it tolerable performance in simulating proprietary automated storage and retrieval systems.
Motivation
In the context of warehousing, an Automated Storage and Retrieval System (ASRS) is a composition of computer programs working together to maximise the incoming and outcoming throughput of goods. There are many benefits of using an ASRS system, including high scalability, increased efficiency, reduced operating expenses, and operation safety. We consider a cube-based ASRS environment where each cell is stacked with item containers. On the surface of the cube, taxi-agents are collecting and delivering goods to delivery points placed throughout the surface. The taxi-agents are controlled by a computer program that reads sensory data from the taxi and determines the next action.
Although these systems are far better than manual labour warehousing, there is still significant improvement potential in current state-of-the-art. Most ASRS systems are manually crafted expert systems, which due to the high complexity of the multi-agent ASRS systems only performs sub-optimally. [20] . Figure 4 illustrates the state-space in the deep warehouse environment. In a simple cube-based ASRS configuration, the environment consists of (B) passive and (C) active delivery-points, (D) pickup-points, and (F) taxis. Also, the simulator can model other configurations, including advanced cube and shelf-based automated storage and retrieval systems. In the deep warehouse environment, the goal is to store and retrieve goods from one location to another where each cell represents several layers of containers that a taxi can pick up. A taxi (F) receives feedback based on the time used on the task it performs. A taxi can move using a discrete or continuous controller. In discrete mode, the agent can increase and decrease thrust, and move in either direction, including the diagonals. For the continuous mode, all of these actions are floating point numbers between (off) 0 and (on) 1, giving a significantly harder action-space to learn. The simulator also features continuous mode for the state-space, where actions are performed asynchronously to the game loop. It is possible to create custom support modules for mechanisms such as task scheduling, agent controllers and fitness scoring.
Implementation
A significant benefit of the deep warehouse is that it can accurately model real warehouse environments at high speed. The deep warehouse environment runs 1000 times faster on a single high-end processor core compared to realworld systems measured from the speed improvement by counting how many operations a taxi can do per second. The simulator can be distributed across many processing units to increase the performance further. In our benchmarks, the simulator was able to collect 1 million samples per second during the training of deep learning models using high-performance computing (HPC).
Experimental Results
In this section, we present our preliminary results of applied model-based reinforcement learning using DVAE-2. We aim to answer the following questions.
(1) Does the DVAE-2 algorithm improve sample efficiency compared to model-free methods? (2) How well do DVAE-2 perform versus model-free methods in the deep warehouse environment? (3) Which of DVAE-2 VRC components is preferred by the model?
The importance of compute
According to AI pioneer Richard S. Sutton "The biggest lesson that can be read from 70 years of AI research is that general methods that leverage computation are ultimately the most effective, and by a large margin." [22] . It is therefore not surprising that compute is still the most decisive factor when training a large model, also for predictive models. DVAE-2 was initially trained using two NVIDIA 2080 RTX TI GPU cards that, if tuned properly, can operate at approximately 26.9 TFLOPS. For simpler problems, such as grid-warehouses of size 5 × 5 and CartPole, the compute was enough to train the model in 5 minutes, but for larger environments, this time grew exponentially. To somewhat mitigate the computational issue for larger environments, we performed the experiments with approximately 1.25 PFLOPS of compute power. This led to significantly faster training speeds, and made large experiments feasible 5 Figure 5 shows that the average return value of DVAE-2 training four tasks, including Deep RTS [2] , Deep Warehouse, Deep Line Wars [1] and CartPole [7] .
Results
Deep Warehouse: The environment is a contribution in this paper for industry-near testing of autonomous agents. The DVAE-2 algorithm outperforms both PPO and DQN in terms of sampling and performance during 150000 game steps. The score function is a counter of how many tasks the agent has performed during the episode. If the agent manages to collect and retrieve 300 packages, the agent has sufficient performance to beat many handcrafted algorithms in ASRS systems. The environment is multi-agent, and in this experiment, we used a 30 × 30 grid with 20 taxis running the same policy.
Deep RTS is a flexible real-time strategy game (RTS) engine with multiple environments for unit control and resource management. In this experiment, we used the resource harvester environment where the goal is to harvest 500 wood resources before the time limit is up. The score is measured from -500 to 0, where 0 is the best score. For every wood harvested, the score increase with 1. We consider the task mastered if the agent has less than -200 score at the terminal state. DVAE-2 outperform the baseline algorithms in terms of sample efficiency but falls behind PPO in terms of score performance. [2] Deep Line Wars: Surprisingly, the DQN policy outperforms the DVAE-2 and PPO policy in 11 × 11 discrete action-space environment. Because we used PPO as the policy for DVAE-2, we still see a marginal improvement over the same algorithm in a model-free setting yielding better performance and better sample efficiency. We found that DQN quickly learned the correct Q-values due to the small environment size. In future experiments, we would like to include larger map sizes that would increase the state-space significantly, hence making Q-values more challenging to learn. [1] CartPole: As a simple baseline environment, we use CartPole from the OpenAI Gym environment suite [7] . The goal of this environment is to balance a pole on a moving cart using a discrete action-space of 2 actions. We found that DVAE-2 and PPO had similar performance, but DVAE-2 had marginally better sample efficiency after 25000 steps.
In terms of VRC, the algorithm tended to choose Convolutional + LSTM and Temporal Convolution and GAN for continuous control tasks (see Figure 1) . It should be noted that PPO and DVAE-2 are presented with the same hyperparameters, and are therefore directly comparable. We used PPO as our policy for DVAE-2, and we see that DVAE-2 is more sample efficient and performs equally good or better than model-free PPO in all tested scenarios.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we present DVAE-2, a novel model-based reinforcement learning algorithm for improved sample efficiency in environments where sampling is not available. We also present the deep warehouse environment for training reinforcement learning agents in industry-near ASRS systems. This section concludes our work and defines future work for DVAE-2..
Although the deep warehouse does not behave identical to a real-world system, it is adequate to determine the training time and performance. DVAE-2 is presented as a VRC model for training reinforcement learning algorithms with a learned model of the environment. The method is tested in the Deep warehouse several continuous game environments. Our algorithm reduces training time and depends less on data sampled from the real environment compared to model-free methods.
We find that a carefully tuned policy gradient algorithms can converge to near-optimal behaviour in simulated environments. Model-free algorithms are significantly harder to train in terms of sample efficiency and stability, but perform better if there is unlimited sampling available from the environment.
Our work shows promising results for reinforcement learning agents in ASRS. There are, however, open research questions that are essential for safe deployment in real-world systems. We wish to pursue the following questions to achieve safety deployment in real-world environments.
(1) How do we ensure that the agent acts within defined safety boundaries? (2) How would the agent act if parts of the state-space changes to unseen data (i.e. a fire occurs, or a collision between agents.) (3) Can agents with a non-stationary policy function well in a multi-agent setting?
